Props Policy (For a safe and fun Con for all!)

Rules, Regulations & Common Sense

VIOLATION OF THE FOLLOWING RULES COULD RESULT IN YOU BEING EJECTED (AND POSSIBLY BANNED) FROM THE CONVENTION WITHOUT REFUND.

- Do not bring real swords, guns or any other type of an authentic weapon!!! Only props allowed!!! Our security will be checking bags and weapons at the door. Any real weapons will be asked to return to your vehicle.
- All props are subject to inspection by staff or security of Infinity Con at any time and may be confiscated as a result of violation.
- Use common sense and remember what seems harmless to you may appear like a threat to someone else.
- All prop-weapons must be carried into the hall covered, or in a bag of some sort.
- Remember that other Infinity Con attendees may be new to the idea of Cosplay and the Con scene, and could be frightened by something even remotely looking like a weapon. Please keep your prop-weapon covered when walking through parking lots.
- All bladed prop weapons (swords, daggers, kunai, etc.) must be blunt, and made of wood or plastic. Absolutely no live steel is permitted on the convention grounds. Live steel is defined as any blade, dull or sharp, made out of metal.
- Bows and slingshots must have low string tension, and be incapable of firing.
- Futuristic or fantasy props (lightsabers, laser guns, etc.) must follow the same guidelines as swords and guns.
- Any prop sporting open flame, any form of real ammunition, or anything that violates the rules as stated above, are strictly prohibited.
- Persons carrying replica prop weapons must check in at the ticket counter to obtain clearance. Infinity Con staff reserves the right to deem any prop unsuitable for the convention grounds.
• Persons carrying these props do so at their own risk and assume all risks of liability, harm, damage, and loss to any person or property. Whether permitted or banned, Infinity Con and shall not be liable for any injury, harm, damage, or any loss.

Even though you know you are play acting not all attendees in the hall will know this. Use common sense and don’t frighten other attendees.

**Photographic and Media Consent**

By attending and/or exhibiting at the annual Infinity Con event, I hereby consent to the collection and use of my personal images by photography and/or video recording. I acknowledge these may be used for promotional purposes by Infinity Con for current and future events.